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                            Surly My Other Brother Darryl Symmetric Rim - Black                            My Other Brother Darryl is a single-wall constructed, 80mm wide rim. 80mm wide rims give you a bigger footprint than that of narrower rims, which means … read more



Black710 grams559PrestaClincherNo Brake Track32

                            Ships Free

                            Currently Sold Out
                            

                                your price $156.00
                                 + ships free
                            
Info                        

                    

                    
                        

                        
                            Surly My Other Brother Darryl Dual Rim - Black                            My Other Brother Darryl is a single-wall constructed, 80mm wide rim. 80mm wide rims give you a bigger footprint than that of narrower rims, which means … read more



Black740 grams559PrestaClincherNo Brake Track32
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                    Surly is a leading manufacturer of bicycle frames, and was one of the first Fat Bike manufacturers.


                    See all Surly

                

                
                    We define color as the main color of the item.  It may have accents or highlights in other colors.
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                    The ISO diameter is the true diameter of the rim and determines which tires are compatible.


                

                
                    Rims are drilled for specific tube valves.  Schrader and Presta are the two common choices.  Presta valves are the skinny, often threaded type.


                

                
                    Tire type is the type of tire the rim can accept.  Some rims can only accept clincher tires.  Others are tubeless only.  Some are tubeless compatible
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                    The drillings is the number of holes drilled in the rim for spokes.  This will match your spoke count and must match with the hub.


                

                
                    Our Lowest Price - This product is ineligible for additional discounts or rebates.
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    Buy this product and your entire order ships for free.

    Some orders are inelligible for delivery discounts. See offer details for disqualifying products and destinations.
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